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FONTENELLE’S ENTRETIENS SUR LA PLURALITE DES MONDES EDITED BY THE FAMOUS ASTRONOMER DE LA 

LANDE. 

 

La Lande’s personal copy. 

Tchemerzine, III, 321 ; Brunet, II, 1332 ; En Français dans le texte, 122. 

 

Fontenelle (1657-1757) his true path in the scientific literature, which he approached with the Entretiens 

sur la pluralité des mondes (1686), a work of scientific popularization, which was a great success. Flourens 

praised it by saying that Fontenelle has the double merit of clarifying what may be obscure in the works of 

those he rents, and of generalizing what they have of technique. 

 

“Fontenelle presents the latest astronomical discoveries in a gallant dialogue. A Philosopher inspired by 

Copernicus and Descartes talks to a young and beautiful Marquise about the wisdom of nature and makes 
her dream for a few night walks to the movements of the stars dragged in their whirlpools and to the 

plurality of inhabited worlds, “possible worlds”, as he says. (…) The success and influence of the work 

came mainly from its critical power. The subject seems even more radical than that of Voltaire when he 
adopts the point of view of Sirius; for Fontenelle, it is impossible to choose an absolute point of view in the 

universe” (Alain Cantillon, En Français dans le texte). 

 

« Entretiens’s success was exceptional : 33 editions were printed during Fontenelle’s lifetime » 

(Alain Cantillon). 

 

« This work reveals in each of its remarks the subtle spirit that earned its author such fame. Fontenelle 
seems, by his often mocking and antidogmatic spirit, to precede Voltaire » (Dictionnaire des Œuvres). 

 
LA LANDE’S PERSONAL COPY WITH AN AUTOGRAPH DEDICATION TO JOSEPHINE BONAPARTE AND 

AUTOGRAPH CORRECTIONS.  

 

This dedication dated January 1st 1800 and the corrections he makes to his preface seem unpublished and 

wouldn’t appear in later editions.  

 

Provenance: Lady Eveline Hanska, Mrs Honoré de Balzac (1805-1882), pencil annotation on blank leaf : 

"Vente de Mme Vve de Balzac". 

 

This dedication of the astronomer to Josephine Bonaparte in 1800 is pungent when we know that La Lande 

will be banned by Bonaparte from 1805 because of his atheism. 

 



With the astronomer Lalande’s draft dedication to Josephine Bonaparte pasted in opposite the 

preface, extending to sixteen lines.  

 

Lalande (1732-1807) had great success in popularizing astronomy and making it accessible to non-experts. 

He opened the Collège de France up to women of all classes, and also published in 1785 his Astronomie 

des dames - to which he refers in the present draft dedication. 

A fervent and vocal atheist, Lalande had a complicated relationship with Napoleon during the latter's rise 

from First Consul to Emperor. In the autumn of 1800, Napoleon survived two assassination attempts, 

culminating in a cart bomb detonated on 24 December 1800 moments after his carriage had passed. Seeking 

favour with the shaken Joséphine, Lalande here evokes astronomers' mastery of time and refers to the 

seconds that separated his dedicatee from "la machine infernale et l'explosion".  

The address to Joséphine is dated 1 January 1800. In addition, Lalande makes extensive amendments to his 

preface, remarking that "ces notes ont été faites a Bourg [en-Bresse] pendant mon indisposition, sept. 1800". 

Neither these amendments, nor the dedication, seem to have been incorporated into later editions. Joséphine 

died in 1814. 

 

Balzac mentions in a letter to her of 23 August 1847 "un livre auquel vous tenez (Lalande)", possibly 

referring to the present volume. 
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